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INTRODUCTIOli 
Justification for the Study 
n ••••••• Farm rooring presents some nice problems for 
research investigation," writes M. c. Betts in Agr1cUltural 
Engineering (2). Also in the same article this write? states, 
uaa1vanized steel is comparatively cheap and easily applied •••• 
it affords excellent protection from fires due to sparks or 
brands". 
The Republic Steel Corporation, realizing the poss1b11-
1 ties of sheet steel as a roofing material and at the same 
time recognizing the disadvantages encountered in its use, 
in cooperation with the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 
has made possible this research project for study of sheet 
steel roofing. 
flThe ability of any building to fulfill the purposes 
for which it is intended, depends on a great any consider-
ations, but its efficiency ••••••• is governed more by the 
qualities of the roof than by any other factor" (3). -· 
Previous investigators (7) have set up the .follordng desir• 
able characterist ics which the ideal roo.f would possess: 
1. Resistance to fire 
2. Structural stability 
-8-
3. Resistance to the elements of nature, which 10uld 
provide a long life and low upkeep cost 
4. Resistance to flow of heat 
5. Resistance to the penetration of \vater and in many 
cases water vapor 
6. Low-cost 
7. Ease of ap .. l icat1on 
8. Pleasing appearance to the eye 
A. J. Deniston writes (4), "To the unprejudiced mind, 
one of the best roofing materials whi ch ·r..as been developed 
for use on farm buildings, every phase of t he matter being 
considered, is galvanized sheet steel roofing . u 
Du.ring the ten year per~od 1930-1939 inclusive , 17.89% 
(6) of the fires occurring in rural Iowa were caused by 
sparks on roofs. These fires inflicted 10.15% {6) of the 
total damage suffered in Iowa froo rural fires. Such recent 
fi lYures as t hese help to emphasize a statement ma.de by M. c. 
Betts (2), "Fire-resistive root coverings shou.ld be used 
wherever possible." Research and experience b..ave shown that 
a sheet metaJ. roof is practically 100% i nsurance against roof 
fires . 
The use of metal roofing in large rolled sheets has 
given t he metal roof a more desirable appearance and has made 
its application easier . The afforded reduction in the number 
of joints has proportionately reduced the possibility of 
-9-
leakages . The metal roof'i.ng material is so durable that only 
a thin, light sheet is required and thus less substantial 
timber work is necessary for its support, offering a reduct-
ion 1n framing costs . 
M. c. Betts also writes (2) concerning sheet steel roofing, 
"It has no insulation value. " Statements such as this and 
reports from farmers using sheet steel roofing on all types 
of fa.rm buildingsproved the most pertinent problem in co:nrmtion 
with this study, to be one of providing resistance to heat 
flow tr.L!'ough the roof sections covered with galvanized sheet 
steel roofing. 
History 
At the beginning of the school year 1937-38 a research 
project was set up under the leadership of Professor Henry 
Giese, in the Agricultural Engineering Sect"ion of the Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment Station, entitled , uThe Utilization 
of Steel in Farm Strueturesu . Obviously, the year allotted 
w. D. Seoates, the first graduate student assigned to tl:is 
proje~t, . was not enough for him to complete elaborate experi-
ments on the materials to be tested . However, his time spent 
'V'1as profitably accounted f.or by the study completed and the 
testing equipment constructed during that year. 
In all research activities, the first major problem 
-10 ... 
confronted by the investigators is that of estab11sh1ng 
specific subje-ct for and objectives of the research. Know-
ing this and looking for help from experienced .men, Scoates 
<:L1ndueted a survey , nThe Uses of Steal in lor<a Farm Buildingsn , 
from which he was able to set up six distinct .subjects vmrthy 
of study in a pr-0gram of research such as he was beginning (8) .. 
l ,,. Determination of the effect of fence fires on 
g.alvanized ·wire 
2.. All steel individual and combination hog house 
3. Range of temperature under sheet steal roofing 
.4. Standardized steii:l construction for farm bu1ldir£gS 
5. All $teal suspended mow floor barn 
6. Adequate fast"Einers for sheet steel roofing 
The third item above seemed to Seo.ates to ibe the most 
worthy of consideration at that time so the investigation was 
initiated under the speeif'ie title, naange of Temperature 
under Sheet Steel Roofingts, having the following objectives: 
1 .. The eompilatlon of time lag and temperature lag. 
data on different types of roof construction in 
.more or les:s common use 
2. The compari.s:on of t .heinsula.ting properties of the 
different types of roof construction 
3. The observation of the effect that orientation of 
a roof surface with respect to the sun has on the 
temperatUl'& under the roof 
Three· roof sections covered ¥11th sheet steel and in 
common use on Iowa rarm buildings today were chosen from 
data collected. durir1g the previously mentioned survey., Four 
other sections using sheet steel covering were added and a 
wood sl'.1.ingle roof section was included as the etghtfa roof 
t ype to be stud:ted,. Scoa tes designed and eonstrueted the test 
house (Figs. l _ & 2) using tha eight roof types chosen, A 
through H, (Fig. 4) for study. 
Use of the thermocouple circuits seemed to be the most 
practical method for mal~ing temperature measurements, so 
thermocouples were plaeed as shovm in Fig. 4 . Temperatures 
ware nad a. t the control pan.el by conneetj.ng the thermocouple 
circuits to a galvanometel' circuit and readL~g the deflection 
with a telescope., Provis.1.on was made for orientat i on study 
by designing the test house to permit 90° rotation. 
During the tests Scoates eondueted, records were kept 
of hourly sets of temperatures of the roof sections, outside 
temperatures, wind velocities, and general VH:~ather obsena tions 
made by the test house opera tor. Temperature curves ''ere 
plotted for each day tram rrh1«:·h studies could be made as to 
rel.a ti ve· ef'fieiencies of the roof s ecrt:ions , time lag for the 
compartments, and temperature drop through the roof section. 
A few of the conclusions resulting from the first year'' s 
work are: 
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1. Roof type H is the superior section for the ex-
clusion of beat due to sol ar radiation. 
2 . The orientation of the roof surface vii th respect 
to the sun is not highly significant during the 
summer months . 
3. Roof types F and G are practically equal in ther1nal 
insulation effect. 
Scoates could foretell that more accurate res'lts could 
be obtained from further studyt so he recommended thata 
greater amount of data be collected and analyzed. 
In 1938 [. c. Ives ;as the research fello to benefit 
from tr.is project. During t;~is year the testine equi pment 
was greatly improved by addition of other roof sections and 
also accumulation of certain helpful instruments.. Two venti-
lated sections , types I and J , were added. Fig. 4 gives de-
tails of the t\10 sections.. Changes in testhouse eonstructton 
made by Ives are shown in Fig. 3 . To make provision for 
winter condi'tion tests , electric heating units rare added to 
the compartments. 
No detailed descriptions of the instruments procured during 
the second year will be given here, for these can be found in . 
Ives t thesis , "Factors affecting Heat Flo 'l Through Roof 
Sections Covered with Sheel SteeP1 (7) .• , HO\'lever , realizing 
that intensit .. ~ oi' sola'.1~ r adia,tion. and air velocit were i mportant 
factors i n the study of heat flow t hrough the roof sections , 
-17-
Ives added instruments for the measurement of these to the 
test equipment . An Eppley pyrheliometer was obtained for 
measurement of solar radiation to be used in conjunction with 
a Leeds and Northrup micromax recording potentiometer for making 
continuous record of radiation intensity. A Friez three- cup 
anemometer was mounted 12 feet east of the test house and 18 
feet above ground level . No method was provided for keeping 
continuous record of wind velocity but the integrating odometer 
dial used with the instrument made possible readings of total 
air passage and average rrind speed over a period or- time. These 
two pieces of apparatus added greatl· to the success of later 
experiments . 
The outstanding objectives of Ives' uork were the 
foll0\"1:1.ng: 
1 . The determination of the factors affectjng heat 
flov1 through roof sections exposed to natural 
conditions 
2. The analysis of the factors thus specified as to 
their nature and significance in affecting such a 
heat flow 
.3. ·The observat ion and· comparison of the relative 
abilities of different roof sections to resist 
heat flow due to solar radiation or air tempera-
ture differ ence or both. 
Test records me.de during the second year include con-
-18-
tinuous records of daytime radiation as well as : 
1. Hourly observation of the roof section temperatures 
2. Semi- hourly observation of the outside air 
temperatures 
3. Semi- hourly observation of the total air passage 
4 . Hourly observation of general weather conditions 
A partial list of the conclusions resulting from the 
year ' s work would include the following : 
1. The two classes of factors affectir:g heat flow 
through the roof sections were termed environ• 
mental factors and factors depending upon the 
physical properties of the roof section in question. 
Environmental fa ctors are those condit i ons which 
depend on the \1ea ther and consequently vary 
constantly . Outstanding among these factors which 
are beyond artificial control are solar radiation , 
diffuse radiation , negative radiation, wind veloeity , 
wind direction , and outside air temperature . The 
second class of factors, those depending u~on the 
physical properties of the roof section , are 
governed b the construction of the roof section 
and vary only a finite amount after once established . 
2. A roof section should be tested under t wo distinct 
sets of conditions to more accurately determine 
its thermal characteristics . When summer conditions 
.. 
-19-
are exper1enced the heat flow is from outside in-
ward from solar radiation as heat source . There-
fore sol&r radiation 1s the critical factor unde~ 
summer conditi ons . Under wi nter conditions t he heat 
flow is· out •. ard with hea t being: furnished internally 
by artificial means . Accordingly, the critical 
factor is air temperature while solar radia tion causes 
tempera ture changes . 
3. Roof type C showed reore desirable results than 
type A under winter condit i ons . This was reversed 
under summer conditj ons Lowever. 
4 . Roof t ype G appears to be mor e effective under 
summer conditions than does type F. 
5. Since a perfect white surface i s t he most suitable 
reflector of solar r adiat t on a decrease of inward 
heat flot i n summer can be obtained by using roof 
surface of t hi s type . Thi s eonditi o:1. would have 
the tendency of mai!1taini n g the roof surface at 
same tempera ture as outside air. 
Ives recon1lllended .further study of direct and diffuse 
radiation as possibility for future work on t he project , 
suggesting that if t he i ntensity of the two types radiation 
could be determined accurately , the effects of each could be 
evaluated. Another study suggested was one dir ected toward 
the improvement of roof surface chaa:acteristics for reflect-
... 20-
ing radiant heat. 
The thi.rd research fellow working on t his projeet t 
A .• 1q._ Dingle, began h i .s work in 1939.. After a study was made 
of the objectives, c-0nelusions, and recommendations of the two 
previous lnvestigators, it ·was decided that the est.::1blishment 
of the thermal transmittance eoeffieients \votild be the object 
of the work at that time. 1'be speeif:le objectives listed by 
Dingle are (5): 
1. The investigation ·)f the reasons for the difficulties 
encountered 1n evaluating the thermal transmittance 
coefficients t U values (1) 
2. The establishmen:t of a different approach to the 
evaluation of the factors i n force and their effects 
on the structure 
3.. The evaluation o:f the physical constants of the 
roof sections on the basis of experimental dat.a 
4,. The determination of the effects of natural phenomena 
on the performance of the roof sections. 
5.. A comparison of the costs of eonstruct1on and 
maintenance of· the different roof sections with 
a view to determining the '*point of diminishing 
returns'* in roof insulating on farm structures 
After certain minor imp:rovement.s lvere made on test-
ing equipment an experiment was co:ndueted under v1inte.r con-
ditions in order to obtain a sufficient bulk of winter data 
to shoV! satisfactory results . Theoretical analyses were made 
with object of fiLding better criteria for the performance 
of the roof sections. Among the analyses ·were these of 
Newton's law of coolinC' for determining coolint constant of 
material and analysis of thermal transrniss:bn coefficient . 
When the theoretical analyses were completed, as much as possible 
was done toward fitting observations in the test house to the 
analyses with object of establisLing numerical results . 
The records kept d· ring the winter experiments included 
the same information obtained in previous winter conditbns 
test: 
1 . Hourly sets of temperatures Lriside and outside each 
compartment, temperatures throughout each roof 
section and the temperature of the atmosphere a 
distance away from the roof surface 
2. Air movement determined from reading on three-cup 
anetiometer 
3. A continuous record of solar radia tion intensity 
measured on south facing surface forty-five degrees 
with horizontal 
4. Other necessary information including general 
weather observations and wind directions 
Dil.gle \'las able to drai7 a number of conclusions of 
significance from his experiments . Among them arc : 
-22-
1-. The variations in value of' overall thertnal trans ... 
Jnission coefficients were found to be caused by 
ehanges of environmental condi t1. ens to which the 
structure was exposed. These environmental con.-
ditions were outlined Lri t his manners 
a . Wind effect on heat lost from roof surface 
{1) Direction vdth respect to slope 
of roof surf'ace 
(2) Speed 
(3) Local eddies 
b., Radiation effect on gain or loss of heat 
at roof surface 
(l) Direet solar radiation 
(2) Diffuse radiation from :Sky and 
clouds 
(3) Negative radiation fr:om e.arth 
to atmos11here 
c . Outside air temperature 
2. Wind direction was found to be a factor in heat loss 
through the roo:f .s-ection.13 si.nee Ylindward and leeward 
sides. of a gable roof sometimes shoi~ different trans-
mi ttanee coefficients while all other eond1t1ons are 
the same for both slopea,. 
J., An increase in wind speed always causes an increase 
of the thermal transmittance eoe.ffieients v1hereas 
-23-
an increase in direct solar radiation intensity 
results in an increase in out.side surface filre 
coefficient but a decrease in U valu~ . 
4 . Diffuse radi~t1on is not an important factor 
affecting hea. t flow tr,.rough roof sectio11 s . 
5. Negative radiation , i .o., ra 1iation from the earth 
outward, is inversely propoertional to the va,or 
pressure of the atmosphere. An increase of negative 
radiation causes decrease in U value. 
6. Rises of the outside air temperature cause a reduct -
ion of (T1 - ~ d ) values thus causing an increase of 
U val ue. 
7. P , the transmittance coefficient be tiveen inside air 
and outside roof surface can be used in design only 
when the roof section is made up of one material and 
its use as design figlll'e must be corr.plemented by use 
of outside film coefficient. 
8. The cooling constant , K, is the rate of cooling of 
a structure per degree of tempera ture difference 
between the structure and its environs , and as such 
1t is probably the most use:f'Ul characteristic of the 
structure for general design purposes. 
Three suggestions were offered to improve experimental 
conditions for future work on the project: 
1 .. Inside compartment temperature should be kept 
- 24-
constant and equal for all corp:.rtments by controll-
ing heaters thermostatically. 
2. Continuous record of heat input to each comp rtment 
should be kept throughout the tests . 
3. A mechanical device for recording the temperature 
read:tns sho'L ld bo perfected to eliminate the error 
introduced by use of student observers . 
Objectives 
After cons1dering the objectives , accomplishments , and 
suggestions of the previous i nvestigators on t~ is project , the 
followi ng general objectives seemed to be the mo~t worthy for 
future study : 
l. The evaluation of physical cor stc..nts to be used in 
design calculations for the roof sections under 
study in this investigation 
2.. The cor::parison of the temperatures under the various 
roof sections. 
Specific objectives set up for the investigation may be 
outlined as folJows : 
1. From data already taken during winter test run, 
calculate composite t hermal transmittance 
coefficients for the roof sections coverlng all 
weather conditions experienced in Iowa during 
\7inter months . 
2. Bake comparisons of the roof' sections as to therr.nal 
t nsula. tion properties .. 
3. Evaluate absorpti.v:tty constants for the ten roof 
sections from solar radiation curves and inside 
temperatures recorded durlng summer test . 
4.. Compare the roof sect.i ons as to absorptive ability 
and determine which roof t ypes would be most 
efficient under sumr.uer and winter condi ttons ., 
-26-
EXPERIMENTAL 
The research conducted in preparation for the V1r1ting of 
this thesis has been of an analytical nature. Consequently, 
t his seetion entitled E..XPERIMEI"TAL will be brief since the 
object will only be to reviev1 work which has been covered in 
theses v;ri tten by previous research fellows assigned to this 
project . 
The data studied will be referred to as (1) Winter Data, 
those data collected during the winter test run, and (2) 
Summer Data , those data accumulated during the test conducted 
1n summer . The tests will be described separately in order 
that the two will be distinct in the mind of the reader when 
he reviews the INVESTIGATIO?h 
Winter Data 
!f..e~t ~ experiment 
February 6, 1940 was set as the date for the beginning 
of the series of observations covered by the winter data and 
from that date until February 27, 1940 the observations pro~ 
ceeded without interruption. Recordings were made of those 
iteme previously outlined in the history of the project and 
these records studied along with reports written during the 
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progress of the test , give a good account of the procedure 
during that period. The time covered by the winter test 
i ncluded days s hoVTing weather conditions of all t ypes ex-
perienced during winter in the vicinity, among these was out-
side air temper<ture r ange from -16°F to +45°F~ Heat was 
supplied to the compa rtments by electrical heating units to 
crea te the same situation that is experienced in a dwelling 
during the winter season. This expe riment af1ords opportunj_ty 
for heat loss studies . 
Cooling expetimen~ 
A cooling experiment concluded the winter test series . 
Data from t his experiment were used 1n the evaluation of the 
cooline constants by use of Nmvton1 s law. The heaters ~Tere 
shut off and tempera tures were read every 45 minutes there-
after until the inside a ir temper~ ture of the compartments 
apr roximated the outs ide air tempera ture . A detail discussion 
of the cooling constant and its evaluation can be found i n the 
thesis of A. Nelson Dingle, but since t __ is cooling constant is 
important i n further study of both winter and summer data , a 
brief outline of the method used i n this work will be given 
here. 
1 . Curves were plotted for both outside air temperature 
and temperatures ins1de the compartments for the 
pyrpose of syncLDonizing the d:. ta 1 that was so t hat 
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simultaneous readjn s could be obtained for outside 
a.ud inside temperature . • Figs ., 5 and 6 show 
synchronization curves for Td, outside temperature 
and T1 , inside temperature, for compa.rtments F1and F2 • 
2 . From these curves (T1 - Td) values vere obtained and 
cooling curves were pjlotted us :i ng log {1'1 - Td) 
against time . If the thoery o! ?le\, ton 's law held 
true :for these conditions the curves thus formed 
would be stra ight li.n~s . liowever the variation 
from the straight line is slight so the method of 
least squares was used to find the slope of a 
straight line drawn through the given points . 
Fig. 7 shows the straight line of cooling as 
found by the method of least squares for co· part-
ments F1 and F2• 
3. Using the statistical equations 
Na + .Lxb =~y 
Xxa + Lx2b == ~xy 
the cooling constant fo:r the compartmunts or the 
slopes of the cooling curves were found . In the 
above equation, N is number of classes, a and b are 
statistical constants different for each compartment , 
2_x is sum of the classes, Jj is the sum of Log 
{T1 - Td) for the compartment . After the correct 
figures for a compartment were substituted in the 
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equations the unknown b for t hat compartment was 
:found by solving the equations simultaneously . The 
cooling constant k is found from b sj_noe 
k = 2 x 2.3026 x b. 
Original calculations f or finding k f or F1 and F2 
are shmm in Table I. 
The val ues found for k f 6r the twenty compartments 
by the above process are shown i n Table II 
TABLE II 
Values of k from Nev1ton1 s Law 
Roof' Type 
i 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
:~--~~~--~-V~A-l~u_e~s~o~f~k..._ ____________ _ 
: North Facing : South Facing 
.226 
.173 
-213 
.198 
.143 
.134 
.155 
.101 
.165 
.162 
Summer Data 
.202 
.157 
.204 
.207 
.126 
.126 
.155 
.104 
.177 
.150 
These data were observed betvreen July 11, 1939 and 
July 29, 1939. The his t or of the project gives the list of 
items recorded during that experiment and since no work has 
- 34-
been done on these data, no fUrther explanation of them will 
b-e given. However the investigation conducted covered in tl11s 
writing, includes work on these data. 
-35-
INVEC<TIGATIOU 
'!he first objective set up for i:;Lis investigation of 
temperatures under the various roof sections was the deter-
mination of some accurate val.ues of the transmittance 
coefficients u:.ich could be used i n design calculations with 
favorable results .. U values have been evaluated for in~ 
stantaneous temparature differences by previous investigators 
sh0\71ng the var1a ti on of hea t flow with changes in weather 
conditions. TJ:1is variation is naturally expected sLice 
solar radiation retards outward heat flm1 and increased wind 
velocity causes increa ... ed outward heat flow. There are still 
· other factors influencing heat flow, Sofae of 1hich sho 'i 
counteracting effects. nevertheless, these instantaneous 
values cannot beused for design purposes since an instantaneous 
value represents only the effects created by the climatic 
conditions existing at that time or immedia tely before that 
t1me. 
It was decided to establish composite figures covering 
c, nditions resulting from all climatic factors experienced 
dur·ng the winter test . These figures, being average for 
Iowa winter weather conditions , could be used in this 
locality in design of heating systems to be used in structures 
made up of wall sections similar to the ones under study here . 
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Composite Thermal Transm1~tance Coefficients 
The investigation tov1ard establishing overall thermal 
transmittance coef.ficiants was based on the standard heat 
loss formula 
(1) 
as given by American Society of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers Guide (1). In equation (l), Q is the h•at loss 
through the roof in Btu•s x hr-1, U is the overall th'ermal 
transmittance of roof section in Btu's x nr-1 x ft-2 x 0 r-1 , . 
A is the area of the roof surface i n ft2 and T1· and Td are 
the inside and outside air temper<:.~ tu.res respectively. 
From equation (1) an equation may be set up for the 
s:l!11ple evaluc.tion of U values for the roof sections. 
u = Q 
A CT1 - Td' T" 
(2) 
Equation (2) expresses the definition of U as defined in 
A.S.H.V.E. Guide. U e~uals the amount of heat expressed 
in Btu transmitted in one hour per sc1uare foot of roof area 
for a difference in temperature of l degree F between the 
air on the inside and that on the outside of the roof. 
Since the areas of the ·roof surfaces are shown i n construction 
details, 1 t was only necessary to determ:i.ne composite 
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figures for heat input and tempera ture difference for the 
compartments before equation (2) could be used . 
Data sheets similar to the sample, shown .i n Fig . 8 were 
used during the winter test run to record te1npera tu.res 
throughout the roof sections approximately every hour for 
twenty- four hours every day. The word approximately is 
used. because , as the reader can see, it would be quite impossible 
for an operator to read and record all the 156 temperatures 
shown .on the data sheet i n a period of time short enough for 
all readi ngs to b~ made exactly on the hour. The approximate 
average time required for the e.om,plet1on of a single data 
s.heet was 20 minutes. 
It v1as the object of this investigation to est >.blish 
overall the.rma.1 transmission coefficients for the roof 
sectious and since by deflnition t i,is is an air to air 
coefficient, the temperature ot i mportance 'was T1 or inside 
~ir temperature. A composite figure for temperature 
differenee wa.s sought to use in conjunction with the composite 
heat loss fi gures to calculate the composite thermal trans-
mission coefficients. During the experiment there were 
twenty-one temperatures recorded for eaeb hour of the day 
since the test covered twenty- one days . These twenty-one 
temperatures were averaged for each hour , giving the avera.ge 
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temperature occurring during the experiment at each hour . 
From these figures composite temperature curves were plotted 
for the cowpartments and outside air tenperature (Ii'igs. 9 & 10) 
with time in hours on x a.Xis with one inch equal to 4 . 29 hours 
and average temperature on y axis v-ith one inch equal to 10 
degrees Fahrenheit. Therefore one square inch und~r a curve 
represents 42 . 9 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The area between each of the compartment temperature 
curves and t he outside temperature curve was measured with 
a planimeter in order to obtain correctly the composite tempera-
ture difference between i nside air and outside air tempera-
ture f'ror11 average temper a ture curves . Table I II gives the 
area moo.sured between the outside teL1perature curve a11d each 
inside temper&ture curve and also the composite tenperuture 
difference calculated for eac~ . compartment., 
At different times during the \\'.inter test power input 
obse1~vations were made on the povrer consu~ption of the heating 
units in each of the compartments . Observations wer e Made 
during day and ni ght since the h~~ting circuits suffered a 
volt3ge and amperage drop during daytime due to additional use 
of electr·ici ty on college grounds . From these observations, 
the average heat input during the da and the average heat 
input during the night to each compartment were determined 
ROOF' TEMPERATURES 
• ~ 
D'ATE FebruarI 26i 1940 OPERATOR H. L. E. 
START - FIN ISH 
TI ME 9:06 E• m. T IME 9:24 E• m. 
To 33.2 Tw R. H. % To 33.1 Tw R.H. % 
COMP ART- TE.MPEl2ATUR.E lN DEGt2.E.E.S FAHRE.NHE.\T Al£ VELO-
MENT To Tos. T1 Tz. T, t.T;, · T1 --·R, g,- ClTYATTo 
. 
Al. 33.6 35.5 ---- ---- ---- 37 .o 43.l ~4 .;~3.~-
- -- ---·- ~- - - - - - - --- -- - -
B~ 34.0 38.0 ---- ---- .. --- 45.1 48.0 48.6 48.0 5380. 9 
~-
_ 9 :_lQ.-,--
C1 33.9 36.3 ---- ---- ---- 40.1 45.0 45.9 45.0 
D1 33.5 39.0 39.1 40.0 ---- 48.5 50.6 52.0 51.5 
E1 33.4 34.6 37.0 ---- ---- 47.6 44.5 50.5 51.5 . 
Fl 33.4 34.6 35.5 38.7 41.8 50.0 52.0 51.7 50.4 
-
r G1 33.7 34.9 35.3 41.0 45.1 45.4 51.0 50.8 50.1 
Hi· 33.4 34.6 35.6 47.0 57.2 57.1 58.1 58.9 58.5 
I i 33.2 33.7 34.0 35.0 38.0 39.3 40.6 51.6 41.3 
J1 33.1 33,8 33.7 34.8 37.2 37.4 41.2 41.6 41.8 
.. 
Az 33.5 34.6 ---- ---- ---- 37.4 40.9 41.6 41.9 
Br. 33.5 35.5 ---- ---- ---- 42.0 45.i' 45.1 45,1 5382, 9 9:45 
Cr. 33.l 35.1 ---- ---- ---- 39.2 43.5 43.6 43.4 
Dr. 33,6 34.5 36.0 38.9 ---- 46.3 47.0 47.5 47.6 
Ea 33.1 36.4 36.6 ---- ---- 45,0 49.3 48.6 48,0 
Fi: 33.3 33.8 35.0 38.1 41.5 48.5 50.4 49.8 49,4 
6i: 43.6 33.9 35,1 39.6 43.4 45,4 50.2 51.0 50.4 
Hz 33.0 33,9 35.0 46.5 55.8 55,6 56,7 57,5 57.0 
I z 33,0 33,6 33.9 37,5 35.0 38.6 41.0 40.9 40,5 
.J 'Z 33.0 33,0 33,8 35.2 37.8 38.3 42.9 43.6 43.1 
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TABLE III 
Composite Temperature Difference 
. • . • 
ggm1au~tmen;t : Area measure~ . Temperature Difference • 
Roof 1 = N • sq. ft . • Degrees Fahrenheit . . 
~12e 2 = § . • 
A 1 23. 80 1021. 0 
2 29.18 1251. 8 
B 1 l~ . 62 584.3 
2 1 .64 799.7 
c 1 26. 25 1126. 1 
2 31. 19 1328.1 
D 1 21.,25 911. 6 
2 26. ?5 1147. 6 
E l 17. 09 733.2 
2 19. 50 836. 6 
F l 20. 13 863. 6 
2 21. 54 924. 1 
G 1 24. 89 1067.8 
2 29. 11 1248. 8 
H l 25.14 1078. 5 
2 25. 56 1096. 5' 
I 1 13. 66 586. o 
2 14. 23 610. 5 
J 1 18. 21 781.2 
2 16. 13 692. 0 
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TABLE IV 
Aver~ge Heat Input Values 
Compartment .. Average Beat fnput ; Average Heat Input • .. Bt~1 ;& bl'"" . : Per 24 hour .. 
Roof l=N~ Day Night : 
AIJ?G 2 = s . ; . ... 
A 1 703 .0 766.o i7,628 . o 
2 687. 0 752 . 0 i7,268 . o 
B l 286.7 3og.o 7,076.4 
2 286. 9 30 .o 7,114.8 
c l 693 . 0 714. 0 16, 884.0 
2 653 . 0 688. o 16, 092 . 0 
D 1 •286. 9 302 . 0 7,066. 8 
2 286. 9 302 . 0 7,066. 8 
E l 247 . 5 253 . 6 6,01~ . 2 
2 245 .• 5 254. 4 5,99 . 8 
F 1 209. 9 215. 6 5 ,106. 0 
2 209. 5 215.3 5,097. 6 
G 1 381 •. 0 397. 0 9,336. 0 
2 392 . 0 400. 0 9,504.0 
R l 1~5-4 198. 6 4.,728.0 
2 1 3.9 198. 2 4,585.2 
I 1 289. 7 328. 0 7 , 412 . 4 
2 285. 7 322 . 0 7,292. 4 
J 1 380.0 394. 0 91288 . 0 
2 375. 0 392 . 0 9 ,204. 0 
*One heater burned out rn.iking povier input observat:i.ons 
inaccurate . Di was assumed to receive the same amount of 
heat as D2 . 
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since Btu x hr-1 = 1vatts x 3 . 415. The reader is referred to 
Table XIV Appendix of Dirgle's thesis (5) , "The Influence 
of Weather Conditions on Temperature under Various Roof 
Sections" .,. for these power input observations . The average 
heat input per hour for day and night and average heat in-
put per day are given in Table IV. 
I:f' the partition walls and floors of the co~.partmen.ts 
under study had been constructed of materials of perfect in-
sulating value , the figures obtained for averE".ge hea.t input 
could be used in eva1uation of thermal transmittance co-
efficients since all hea t i-ut into the compartments would 
pass out through the roof section if the assumption is made 
that equilibrium conditions had been reached. Unfortunately , 
this was l Ot the ease, so heat losses through partition walls 
and floors had to be taken into consideration before further 
calculations could be made . Fortunately ho :rever , the floors 
and partition walls of the compartments were constructed of 
materials of known conductivities, as shown in Table v. There-
fore since tel:llperature differences f or the average twenty- four 
hour day uere set up for the twenty compartments , heat losses 
through floors aud partition walls cmdd be calculated . Then 
(3) 
Where Q is heat loss through roof as previously stated , Q1 
is total hea t input , ~ and Qp are heat losses through floor 
and partition walls respectively . Tables VI & VII give heat 
-45-
TABLE V 
Values for Computing Heat Loss Through 
Compartment Walls , Qp (5) 
Surface coefficient for still air on sheet steel . • • = 1.2 
Surface coefficient for 2 .. 5 mph wind on galvanized 
sheet steel • • • • . • • • • • • ·= 1.4 <i,.I W.1iV 
. Surface coefficient for ;?.5 mph wind on ordinary 
surface. • • • • • • ... • • • • • ·= 2 . 4 
Surface coefficient for 15. 0 mph wind on galvanized 
sheet steel • • • • • • • • • • • ·= .5.3 
Surf ace coefficient for 15. 0 mph wind on ordinary 
sm·face - 6.o • • • • • • • • .. • • • ·-
Surface coefficient for s till air on ordinary surfaces= 1. 65' 
Conductance of shingles • • • .. • • .. ·- 1. 28 
Conductance of paper and sheathing. • • • . ..... 0. 71 
Conductance of Celotex • • • • • • • .=0.30 
Conductivity of f 1r lumber • • • • • • ·= 0.7 
Conductivity of n1oose-f111° cornstalk 
insulation • • - 0. 26 • • • • ·-
Transmittance of floor of compartments - 0.053 • • .
Transmittance of all p.:.irtition walls • ., "' ·= 0 . 062 
Floor area for co~partments A,B,c,D,E, • • • • • .=18.9ft.~ n ll tt " F,G,H,I,J, • .. • • " . =17 . 0f't • 
Roof area for A,B,c,n,E, • .. • .=26.7 fJ ,. • • • • u u tt F,G,H~I,J, .=24.0 ff "' • • • • • • • 
Center wall for A ,B,C ,D,E,. • • • • • • • • .:::18.6 n 
tf u t F,G,H,I,J, . • :16.7 tt • • • • • • • • 
Partition wall area {i . e. I-A) • ·= 9.2 fl • • • • • • 
" fl ti fl (i.e. A- B) .=10.1 " • • • • • • • tt n fl n (i.e .. F-G) 8. 16" • • • • • • • ·-
... 
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losses -Chrough floors and roofs as calculated __ nd net hee.. t 
loss through roof section. 
!! value salculatlons 
Having established the va lues of temperature difference 
for the compartments and heat losses through the roof sections 
it was only a matter of calculation to use equation (2) in 
determining the composite thermal transmittance coefficients. 
Substituting in tr~is equati01 the U value for roof type A 
over south facing comPf'rtment rill be 
u = l?,t38 6 
26.7 x25~. 3 
U = . 451 Btuts x hr-1 x sq. ft-1 x Deg. Dif. - 1 
Thermal transmittance coefficients as calculated from 
composite i'igures are given in Table VIII . 
T BLE VIII 
Composite Thermal 1I'ransm1ttm1ee Coefficients 
Roof Type 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
• * 
: 
§gutn F~s!lng : North Fac:J.ng 
. 451 49 -.. 595 ' .3u .J / () .475 
.392 ,3 9/ . 516 
. 181 , / 3'0 . 265 
.235 ,2,. ~ 4 . 285 
.194 .!?e/ . 213 
. 264 ,2 l~ . 332 
.131 . I "'0 .138 
~459 .;-f .490 
. 510 6 ? . 438 ' 
..,;49_ 
Discussion 
In all cases except roof t ype J the thermal transmission 
coefficients proved higher for north facing comrnrtments than 
south facing. Due to the fact that sola r radiation strikes 
only the south facing roof surfaces during the period of the 
winter test run, it was expected that the south facing roof 
t . pes would be lower in every case . No explanation was found 
as to the cause of the results fr .rn roof t ype J , so t Lis 
difference ·can~~ot be accou1.ted for here . The author feels 
that is of little importance, however, s ·rce roof types J and 
I are impractical for winter use irr t . is locality . These two 
roof types v1ill be carried on in the study of the roof sections 
but recommendation is made here that the results shown for 
these t ypes be considered not as accurate as the findings for 
other sections . 
Similar recommendations must be made concerning compart-
ment n1 • As stated i n the note accompanying the table of heat 
input values , it was necessar : to assume equal heat input 
values to D1 and n2 • This is acknowledged as a source of error 
in the thermal transmittance coefficients for north facing 
roof t Tpe D. Probably the error is only slight but the writer 
believed it necessary to point out to the reader that an 
experimental error is possibly brought through in the cal-
culation of this coefficient . 
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Copel us ion§ 
l . Roof type C proved to have higher insulation 
value than type A. 
2. The position of the structural insul a tion board 
is a factor in thermal insulation since the roof 
section F with the celotex placed on the underside 
of rafters had lower U value than roof section with 
insula tioL placed next to sheet steel roofing . 'This 
wa.s expected since the air space added has high 
insulating value . 
3. Roof type H l",.ad lowest t ransmittance coefficient 
of the ten roof sections studied . 
4. Roof t ype Ii,, v11 th ceJ.otex under rafters proved to be 
more efficient in preventing outward heat flow than 
roof t.,pe G with flat steel sheet in same position. 
5. Thermal transrnittance coefficients for roof types 
D and E were surprisingly close for the south facing 
compartments. 
6. With the exception or two roof types, A and c, 
the sections covered with sheet steel compa red 
favorably with the wood shingle section, B, in 
insulation value . 
7. The ventilated roof sections were not practical 
for use dur:ing months of winter condition weather . 
Winter Test Compos1 te Te. ·pera ture Curves 
Previously, explanation has been given of the avera ·e 
ten:per.~ture curves calcula ted from o~servations made at the 
test house durjng the wjnter test run. Discussion was given 
of the metLod followed in formulatinf and plotting these 
curves, so t i me will not be con.sumed here in repeating this 
discussion. It will be the object of these pages to present 
the average temperature curves as a basis for comparing the 
thermal characteristics of the roof sections being studied. 
Compensating for dift:_erence in §Y~tage ~ input for 
cwwrtmS!P.:t.§ 
Difficulties have been encountered in making com-
parisons of the average temperatures obtained fr-om winter 
data since during this experiment the heat i11put values v:ere 
not the same for the various compartments . Tr...is is easily 
explained by the fact that the individuals in charge of that 
experimental work had in mind maintaining approximately the 
same temperatures in all compartments. It is obvious that be-
fore the experiment they had no basis on which to determine 
the necessary heat input, but only approximate values were 
desired since it was not imperative that the same tempera-
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tures be maintained in all compartments . At any rate the 
heat input values were set at different figures and compen-
sation had to be made for this before the relative tempera-
tures of the compartm.nts could be establ ished. The problem 
became one of determining by theoretical means the change 
wl ich would have been made in the origi nal average ter1pera.-
ture curves if the same amount of heat had been. supplied to 
all co .partments . 
Examination of the original curves and the average heat 
input values for the compartments proved that the control ling 
factor in choosing the average heat i~~ut to use i n establish-
ing the0 retical curves would be the fact that if the figure 
assumed were too large, some of the curves would reach 
temperatures hieher than c uld be shown on the graph used . 
Accordingly , 200 Btu ' s per hour was assumed as the average 
heat input to base calculations for theoretical curves upon. 
After this figure was established 1 t \'as necessar to 
determine the average inside temperature for all compartments 
eacl:. hour of the day if the heat added to the compartments 
artificially had been 200 Btu•s per hour . 
It was assumed that a state of equilibrium had been esta-
blished, that is , that the compartment lost the same amount 
of heat as that put into it by artificial means . It was 
also assumed that solar radiation and other elimatic conditions 
would have had the same effect on the inside temperatures 
-53"!' 
as they did when the winter observations were made, thus giving 
the theo:ret1ca.1 eurves the same shape as the original curves~ 
The heat loss through a roof seeti.on depends largely upon 
the difference between inside air and outside air temperature 
as shown in. eq11ation (1)1' It can be correctly 8.ssumed that 
the thermal transmittance coefficient, U value, would ren:iain 
constant for all temperature differenee.s; there.:rore ar,. 1n .... 
er~ase in (T1 ... Td) would ea.use an increase in Qi heat loss . 
The average temperature difference during the winter test was 
dete;rmj ned .for all compartments by divid.ing the composite 
temperature difference .figures, used ln ca.leulat1o:n of the U 
values, by 24~ This calculation gav·e 42.5'°F as ave.rage. hourly 
temperature difference for compa:t·tmel'.lt A1~ • During the w:tnter 
test, the average heat lose :per hour through the roof of com-
partment Ai was 676 .3 lltu' s. If 676.,J Btu• s were lost while 
aver.age temperature difference was 42.5°,. then the resulting 
average temperature difference, if heat losses we::re only 200 
Btu' s per hour, v1ould be 
'fa.bles rx,x,, & XI give these results for all compartments, 
Having obtained the average dii'fer«:u1ee between outside 
and i.nside air temperature ., it was 0 11.ly necessary to plot the 
curve.s parallel to the original ave.rage curves and to locate 
them sc that the average t .emperatu:re difference !or each eurve 
is the same as that caleulated in Tables X & XI . 
TABLE IX 
Average Temperature Dii'fere.nce and Average 
Heat Loss Per Hour l'J'uring Winter test 
: 1 I .t 
Com12!Etmenlc : Total t 
Roof l = N : Degree ; 
Type 2 = s I Br. D1ff. : 
Average; Heat Lost :Average Heat Lost 
Dirt. <TtPer 24 hour -: Per Hour Btu• s 
; Btu•s ; 
t .. • : . t 
A 1 1021. 0 
2 1258.3 
42 • . 5' 16.230. 2 676.3 
52. 4 i;,138.6 630.a 
B l 584. 3 
2 806. l 
24. 3 7,414.7 308. 9 
33.6 6,,685. 3 278. 6 
c l 1126. l 
2 1343. 6 
46.9 IS;526. 9 647. 0 
56. 0 14;056.7 585.:7 
D l 911.6 
2 lJ..53 . 6 
38.0 6, 44811'5 268. 7 
48 .•. l 5',563•0 231.,8 
E l z33.2 
2 841.7 
30.6 51584.1 232. 7 
3;. 1 5,286.1 a20.3 
F l 863. 6 
2 926. 2 
36.0 4,419. 0 184.,l 
38.6 4,Jl9. 4 180. 0 
G l 1067. 8 
2 1254. 4 
44 • .; 8,51·2.1 354. 7 
52.3 ?,947. 4 331.1 
li 1 10?8. ; 
2 1101.2 
44.,9 3,570<t4 148~8 
45 .• 9 r.:·· 143.S 3,4,1.2 
I l 586. 0 
2 613. 5 
24.4 6,896.8 287. 4 
2;>. 6 6,751..3 281. 3 
J 1 ?81. 2 
2 694. l 
32 .6 8,.21? . 9 342. 4 
28.9 s,501 .. ? 354.,2 
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TABLE X 
Average Temperature D1fferenee Maintained 
Using Heat Input of 200 Btu•s Per Hour 
for Each Compartment 
North Fa.eing 
C partment • • Temperature Difference 
Al ,. • .. • • • • • • • • . --..2QQ_ x 42 . 5 = 12. 5 
-07€.)' 
Bl .. • • ·• • • • • • • • • 3~~9 x 24. 3 = 15.7 
C1 • • • • • • " • • • • • ~x 46.9 = 14. 5 7. 
Di • • • • • .. • • • " • -~x 38. 0 = 28 . 4 2 .7 
El •· • • • • • • . . • • • • ~po x 
232. 7 
30.6 = 26. 2 
Fl • .. • • ,. • • • • • • .~x 36. 0 = 39.0 
1 . l 
h • • • • • • • • • • • ·3~7 x 44. 5 = 25' .. l 
H1 -~x 44. 9 - 60.4 • • • " ~ • • • • • .. -14 • 
11 ·~X 24.4 - 17. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • -2 7. 4 
Ji • • • • • • • • • • • • goo x 32.6 = 19. 0 
342. 4 
TABLE XI 
Average Temperature Difference iiaintained Using Heat 
Input of 200 Btu's Pel' Hour for Ea.ch Compartment 
South Facing 
: Compartment k. l ! 
,A 
2 • • * • • • • • • • 
Tenaperature.Differenee 
·63~~ . ,x 5'2.4 # 16.6 
t - ~00 x 33.6 = - 21~.6 
• . zoo ' x 52~J. -= 33!.! 31 .6 
• 200 . x 45.9 = 63. 8 
14).B 
-2'Umnt ftl.9Jt iz-W lt~~ a. Al\S2111·'•· ~!nation of 
li"'igfS• 11 & 12 will. show too r:aa~ thFAt th~~ ~ves off$r 
an ~~ll:ent baatis tor c~~:;pe.l'1lng tltfiit roof t·yJ1$s as to tb~:br 
t?..enal nl"JU>~etel":istiee. !lb~ e0c<:'Jia1'tm~n_t S'h®i11g th;. hig!;.est 
s.wwage t_,_..~ :ta oovio1$slJ covered with t:lw beost i1i-
euli1t~i. 11not seetion. since~ oX th~ b~t ~'"llt .into the ~· 
partm"Orit ~~s Ntained :in th~ inside (lir b:t the ;t"OOf s&et1en. 
fh0 roo.t secticna ol: 10\'fe,r tl':~~l resistst1ee qual1t1e$ 
'.$lJnilarl7 shoo lOW$~ avemg• t~~i-ature ellrVea. 
Nm~az ms.t ~:;i1ll Vtlt sw~~ant ~1r.r.&• At1otllw 
questio.t~ whieb. c~ up in the mindf; of the : n:v1!$tie..a-t;ol.*s w,aa,, 
tlllOtl would the root sae'tiens pe~fofm with dit"teNnt raci~fff 
'.rig,. 11 g±V$S the ~:rv~:rage t.erJ.Pfi?"a tu:re: cu.nae tar tlle north 
Zaeing eom~~~nts arid Ftg. 12 rapre$sntEt t.h& $onth f~e:lng 
e.o-mpartme:nts:., In ord.er that the d1ff,e~~ bet\7tte:n the north 
and south facings ~ld be s~sn mOf'.e elearls it \nus d~e:ide4 
to ~ke an e.dd1t1onal Jiet of c'U.l"Ves.,. putting the tem1:le'mtu~s 
:for- s~ila:r ttoof types tog•the:r so tb~t tbe e:ft(\l(Jt of facing 
would be t1lO'r~ pr~n~~Qd . , Figs-. 13114-· & 15 ~l"e shown fo%' 
&tudy ot the effect ot d1ft~~nt f'&eir.ies t>n he~t fl.ow ~ugh 
the root :S$c:tione .• 
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Fig.., 15 o C po _1to to 1perature curve 
roof types B~D,E ,I 
k~ch time was spent compiling tables from the original 
data and calculating the a'\l'erage temperatures shown in these 
eurve-s. The fact was brought out previously in this inves-
tigation that these curves were originally plotted to be used 
only i n the detert11j nation or con:rosi te tt_.ermal trannmi_t tance 
coefi'ic1ents, but the i nvestigators immediately saw the pos~'dbility 
of making theoretical compa rable curves from the original curves. 
' 
As the eurves show, the points plotted do not , in all eases, 
form smooth curves. .However , since ea eh figure- c:alculated is 
the result of 21 readings, it was believed that the .important 
item in the plotting of the curves ,!Vas to t-0twh every point 
rather. than have smoother curves which could have been formed 
by passing through on.ly a few of the poi nts. 
The value of the curves to t his study of temperatures 
under various sheet steel roof sections may be summarized in 
one sta tement. These curves give an fa11Swer to the questiont 
nwhieh of the roof sections will premit l igher temperatures 
under winter e ondi tions with the same heat supply?'' 
It is obvious to the reader that the curves of Figs . 
-64 ... 
11, 12, 13, 14 & 15 present the conclusions to this portion 
of the :inves.tiga. tion in. a more understandable manner than 
could possibly be written. here. A few of the outsta.ndJng 
conclusions are listed here, how·ever, to shmv the reader the 
value of the curves and to e sta.blish the method of eom-
parison .. 
l . The roof sections of .1ov1 ins.ul a ting value, A und c, 
sLo:-1 the lov1est average temperatures ·Of the south 
facing compartments durin.g night; yet around noon 
the averti.ge tewperatu:rc for these compartments is 
h:tghar than that of some of the other compartments. 
This is no doubt due to the fact that the higher 
thermal transmit tanee coeffic ie:nts per·mi t greater 
temperature range. 
2. Roof type Ji not only shm1s the highest average 
temperature of the roof sections eonside.red, but 
also the longest time lag and least temperature 
range. 
J-. Roof t ype F maintained higher ave-rage temperature , 
on both north and south racing, than ro:of type a .. 
4.. f'.ae shiplap and sisal.kraft paper of roof type 1' 
v.rere more effective than the structural insulation 
board as placed .in roof' seetion E., When the 
structural insulation boo.rd fs pla..c:ed as in roof 
c 
t ype F, hovreve:r, the reverse is true. This is no 
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doubt due to the addition of the air space in F. 
5. :ost of the steel covered sections corni:ared more 
favorable with the wood shingle roof section on the 
i:orth facing than on the south facing, ho\Yever, 
higher average temperatures were found for practically 
all steel covered roof sections on both north and 
south facing tr...an for v1ood shingle section. 
6 . There is very little difference between the eurves 
for the compartments covered ·with roof types A and c. 
Both of these roof sections sl~o1·1 large temperature 
range. 
7 . All roof types except roof section J showed higher 
average ten;perature on south faci..'lg than on borth 
facing. The temperatures of the south facing eom-
pax tments ha.ve much larger runge than the tempera-
tures of north facing compart •. ents of similar roof 
types due to solar hea~ gained by south compart-
ments. 
8 . There ~-ac ver., little difference bet\veen the 
average temperature curves of R1 and H2 , in-
dicating that only a small amount of solar heat 
passed through the south facing roof type H. On 
the other band, most of the other roof sections 
show· a marked difference betwee:-,. the north and south 
facings .. 
Absorptivity of Roof Sections 
A question in the minds of the investigators of this 
project concerns the comparative efficiencies of the roof 
sections under summer condit:inns ., It was apparent that the 
roof sections were called upon to perform in a different 
manner i n summer than under winter condi tio.ns • In the winter 
the efficiency of a roof is measured by its ability to retard 
outward heat flov1 since an artificial supply of heat l s 
furnished to the inside a ir of the compart;-:ents . Under 
summer conditions the efficiency of a roof seetio:u is deter-
mined by its ability to prevent in ard flow of heat from solar 
radiation. With this in mindt the object o:f this portion of 
the investigation was to evaluate coefficients represe<lting 
the amount of heat passing inward through the roof section 
due to solar Tadiation intensity. 
The absorptjvit of a roof section 1s the decimal part 
of the solar heat euergy impinging upon t he roof surface tbat 
passes through the roof section to the inside air. Therefore 
it was necess.c.ry to determine (1) the heat i1:ipinging npon the 
roof surfaces during a certain period , and (2) the heat gained 
by the inside air of the compartments during that time . 
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Analy;g1s,. During the sumruer test run, a continuous 
record was made of solar radiation by an Eppley pyrheliometer 
used in conjunction with a Leeds and Northrup :recording 
potentiometer. These instruments have been mentioned pre-
viously in tbis wr.iting but again the reader is referred to 
thesis of N. C.; lveS' '(7) for detailed description of the in-
struments and t.heir performance.. It .is unfortunate that the 
receiving elements of the pyrheliometer were set in a hori-
zontal plane instead of at an angle of forty- five degrees nth 
the horizontal or parallel to the plane of the south facing 
.roof surface. Since it is important that the hea.t impinging 
upon the south facing roof surface be known , -it was necessary 
to determine from the original pyrheliometer curves the 
intensity of solar radiation on the plane facing south making 
angle of 45Q with horizontal. 
Much time was spent by a previous research fellow , N. c . 
Ives, toward changing radiation intensity from one plane to 
another. Consequently.t this writer has o r.ly taken some facts 
set up by Ives, carried them a few steps farther, using the 
resulting equations in practical calculations , instead of 
repeating tvork already completed. On page 71 of his thesis , 
Ives makes the statement that 
Iu = Ip Cos 1 (4) 
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it Iu equals the unit solar heat impinging upon a surface at 
any angle with the rays of the sunlight in Btu•s x hr-1 x 
sq. ft . -1 or surface , 1 equals the angle of incidence, lp 
equals the unit solar heat or direct radia tion i mpinging 
upon a sur£ace perpendicular to the rays of the sun in Btu's 
.x:.hr-1 x sq. !t. -1 of perpendicular suface. Equation 21 of 
Ives' thesis gives a method for finding the angle of incidence 
of the sun•s rays on a south facing surface making an angle 
of £orty•five degrees with horizontal . 
Cos i = Sin b Cos S + Cos h Sin S Cos Z (5) 
Where i equals angle of incidence, h equals altitude of sun, 
S equals the angle the south facing surface makes with hori-
zontal, Z equals azimuth angle of sun. Equations (4) and (5) 
were used by the author as basis for finding solar heat in-
tensity Iu on 45° surf'aee from values measured on horizontal 
plane, lh. 
The angle of incidence on a horizont~l plane is equal 
to the complement angle of the altitude , that 1s, i, angle 
of incidence on horizontal surface , equals (90-h). Therefore 
Ip can be determined directly from Ih by equation (6). 
Ip =~el...-b...___ 
Cos(90-h) 
Combining equations (4) and (6) gives: 
I - 1n x Cos i 
u - Cos { 90-h) 
(6) 
(7) 
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Substituting (') 1n (7) 
1u= . 1h _ .· (Sin h Cos S + Cos h Sin S Cos Z) (8) 
Cos(90•h) 
Equation (8) states that the intensity of solar radiation 
impinging on a south facing non-horizontal surface at any time 
may be eal<;ula. ted !rom the i:nt,ensi ty or ra.dia tion on a- horizontal 
surf ace :if the angles mentioned are known. 
Figs. 16 & 17 a.re reproductions of curves given in Ives• 
thesis for finding alti~ude and azimuth angles of the sun. For 
the analysis of the calculations rade before plotting these curves, 
the reader is referred to Ives• thesis (7). The curves in Figs. 
16 & 1'7 are helpt'Ult but a set of curves \Vas needed from which the 
a.ltitude of the sun at any time on any day QOuld be determined, 
and also a set was needed from which the azimuth angle for any 
time could be tounti. fbe curves of Figs. 16 & 17 wer(j figured 
from mathematical e-quatS.ons and show the altitude and a~1muth of 
the $'Un at all hours on e1g.ht days evenly distr-ibuted throughout 
the year. Points were read on these sets .of curves and plotted 
to different scale for Figs. 18 & 19. for instance,, the eight 
curves of Fig •. 1,6 \vere read at twelve o•eiock noon and the altitudes 
read were: plotted on the graph of Fig. 18. The curve -drawn through 
thes,e eight points represents the altitude ot the sun at twelve 
o'clock noon throughout the 365 days ot the year. 
A similar thing was clone for Fig. 19. The azimuth angles 
of the sun were rea-d on Fig. 1? for an altitude, for instance 
200. Xhese points were plotted on graph of Fig. 19 and the curve 
drawn through them shows the azimuth ,of the sun throughout the 
year for an al ti tu.de o.f 209 • 
It a person desires to know the position ot the sun 
at any time 'Oll any day v1ith respect to Ames,. Iowa, he ean 
determine the two angles which set the position of the sun 
from. Fig1;;. 18 & 19 by U$1ng them in proper sequence as out-
lined below. 
l.- Draw a vertical line from the point on the x axis 
representing the day under question. This should 
be done on both :Fig. 18 & Fig. 19. 
2. Follow this vertical. 11ne on Fig. 18 until the 
eurve is reaehed whieh represents the hour under 
question. 
3. Read the altitude of the sun at that hour on the 
vertical .seale of the gr.aph .. 
4. Using Fig. 19, follow the vertical line representing 
the spec1t1a day until this line· crosses the curve 
representing the altitude of the sun read from Fig • 
. 18. 
;,. Read the uimuth of the sun for th.at altitude on 
the vertical. sea.le on the left. 
~hese eurves were plotted only f:or the purpose of find-
ing the altitud.e and a.zimuth of the sun on the days used tor 
study of solar radiation; but it is believed tlla. t they hav.e 
much more value than shown by their use here since they are 
applicable to .a.ny day of the year. 
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Nethod Qi procedure . Two days during the summer test 
were selected f'rom the solar radiation charts for that period . 
Examination of the curves showed whjch days had more clouds 
than other days and the days selected seemed to show more clear 
sky . Using equation (8) and the angles determined from 
Figs . 18 & 19, new solar radiation curves were calculated and 
plotted, shown in Fig. 20, w:ich represented the radiation 
intensity on a south facing surface 45° with the horizontal , 
whereas , the origiv.al curve was a measure of solar intensity 
on a horizontal plane . This was done by t ing each hour 
separately and transferring the measurement from the horizontal 
plane to the inclined surface thus determining points for the 
new curve . 
The area under the curves up to the time of maximum 
radiation intensity was measured with planimeter and the heat 
impinging upon the south facing roof surface was determined 
by multiplying the area by the constant given in Table XII 
reproduced from Dingle's thes1s (5) . This constant is 34.05 
and is the number of Btu•s total hoot per square foot receiv-
ing surface represented by one square inch under the 
radiation curves . The days i n this study of absorptivit,,... were 
July 11, 1939 and July 15, 1939. The heat impinging upon the 
south r·oof sections due to solar radiation, up to the time 
of maximum radia tion intensity was ,: 
July 11 = 30.92 x 34.05' = 1052.8 Btu•s I sq ,. ft . 
July 15' • 29. 20 x 34. 05 = 994. 3 Btu' s I sq. ft . 
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TABLE XII 
Conversion Constants for Radiation Data 
252 g eal = l BTU 
929 cm2 = l ft2 
l g cal x cm-2 = .~ = 3.687 B!t'Uts x rt-2 
252 2 1 
Pyrheliometer constant = 1"44 mv x min x cm x g eal-
2 
l in. ehart area 
l mv chart distance 
= l 44 x 25'2 , S . I _ 
929.0 
= 0~3906 mv x min x ft2 x BTu-l 
() 
= o.of510 mv x hr x rt2 x BTU""l 
WJ~ 
::, 13.30 mv min 
= =j~~ 
= ;}4, O~ BTlP 6 x :rt-2 (total heat) • . :::! 
;= . 22~ BftPs % min-l x rt-2 
l.44 x 2~2 
= ~.2 .~ 60 BTU's x hr-1 x rt-2 
1.44 x 252 
= l5J.6Q BTU's x hr .... 1 x ft""2 (intensity) 
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I!Jerr!al ca:nac~.t:;: Qi compa,;t;:qents, Reference is made to 
equation (32) page 46 of thesis of A. N. Dingle, "The In-
flt:ence of Weather Cond1t:i o:as on Te ,~peratures under Various 
Roof Sections" (5) . The analysis reviewed in t r.iat thesis 
shows that: 
m = U 
k 
(9) 
Vlhen m eqLal... the thermaJ capaci ~~· of the cor.tphrtrocnt per 
square foot of roof aree., per degree Fuhrenhei t , U equo.ls 
thermal tran--mittnnce coefficients of the roof section, and 
k equn1s ccoling corn:; t · nt from l'Jev:ton ' s 1~w. 
Previcusly in this investigatior., thermal trar.cmittm:ce 
coefficients l'.tUvc been esta' lished for tho ten .south faci g 
roof sections beirg studied., These arc summarized :n Table 
VIII . Also in the experimenttil section of thi"' writing, a 
list~ as given of tl:..e k 1 alue"' i r.:. T..:·.ble II . '?herufo:re "'tnco 
U and k an: knc •. ~- for nll compartments , the thermal capacity 
constants can be evaluated for the compartments h-;. '.fable XIII . 
during the morning of a summer day is obviously caused by the 
incre~se in solar radia tion intensitJ between sunrise and t he 
time of maximu.in i:htensity atout wld-day A t ime lag !s evident 
• 
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TABLE XIII 
Thermal Capacity for a.11 Compartments 
Co~aartment .. Cor posite U Value • k : m= U .. . . • . k . . . 
Roof i l =N • • • .. 
Type . 2=S : . ., • • • 
A l . 595 . 226 2. 63 
2 . 451 . 202 2.23 
B 1 . 475 .173 2 .7~ 
2 . 311 . 157 1. 9 
c 1 . 516 . 213 2 . 42 
2 . 392 . 204 1.92 
D 1 .265 .198 l .~4 
2 . 181 . 207 o. 7 
E l . 285 .14i 1.§9 
2 . 235 . 12 l . 7 
F 1 ..,213 . 134 1. 59 
2 . 194 . 126 1. 54 
G 1 -3~2 .. 155 2.14 
2 . 2 4 .155 1. 70 
H 1 . 138 . 101 1.37 
2 . 131 .. 104 1 . 26 
I l . 490 .165 2. 9? 
2 .459 . 177 2. 59 
J l •. 438 . 162 2 . 70 
2 . 510 .152 3. 40 
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between the time of maximum radiation intensit~ and maximum 
temperature. Ho Jev·E-~r, 1n the case of the test ho~ e, it was 
obvious that the heat gained by the compartments passed through 
the roof sections as result of solar radia.tion since there was 
no other source of heat . Temperature curves were plotted for 
the south facing compartments for the time between minimum 
temper ture in the e rly morning and maximum temperature about 
mid-day., From these curves the :rise in compartment temperature 
du:ring the day was determined as shovm in Table XIV, for July 
11 and July 15, 1939. Col umn one shows the temperature before 
any rise due to solar radiation was evident, colu.mn two gives 
the maximUJ."':l ten'pera ture for the day, while column three gives 
the riso in temperature during the period being studied. The 
figures in column four will be used i n later calculations, 
so it will be said here only t11at these figures repN?sent the rise 
i n outside temperature during the period correspondi ng to rise 
in compartment temperature. 
Having established the ther mal capacity of the compart• 
men ts per degree Fa.hrenhei t and the rise in te.r:ipero. ture for 
the compa:t.~tments d1 ' ing the period studied, 1 t uas o:rly necessary 
to multiply the two to find the heat gained by the compart-
ments through the roof' sections., Heat gains for all 
Compartment • • 
A2 
B2 
02 
D2 
~ 
G2 ~ 
I2 
J2 
Co"npartmen t . • 
• 
A2 
B2 
C2 
~ 2 
F2 
~ I2 
J~ 
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TABLE XIV A 
Temperature Rise for Comp<:.:.rtments 
July 11, 1939 
T11 • Ti2 • (T12 ... T11) • • 
• 
67. 5 12?.0 59. 5 
6~.o 117.0 48.o 
6 .5 130.0 61. 5 
73 .5 126.0 52 . 5 
74. 5 lJ.6.5 42.0 
74. 5 108.0 33. 5 
' 73. 5 117.0 43 . 5 
77 . 5 115.0 37. 5 
70.0 111.3 41.3 
74. 5 105.0 30. 5 
TABLE XIVB 
Temperature Rise for Compartments 
July 15,1939 
Ti1 Ti2 . (T1.2 , - Ti1) • 
• • 
70.0 21~ .o 43 .0 
74. 5 10 .3 33.8 
71. 5 "' i1i.o ~:1 -f /, S" ?7. 0 10 . 1 
79. 5 104.0 24. 5 
79. 5 100.0 20. 5 
79. 5 103.1 23 . 6 
81. 0 101. 0 20. 0 ? 
' 
75.5 95.0 19. 5 
76. 5 93.0 16. 5 
d-c-v-t.. r ' ' """ 
• Td Change • 
27.5 
29. 5 
27.5 
29.5 
29. 5 
29. 5 
27.5 
29.5 
29.5 
28.5 
• . Td Change 
16.5 
l?.5 
17.5 
17.5 
17. 5 
17. 5 
17. 5 
17. 5 
17. 5 
17. 5 
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compartments are shown in Table XV for July 11, 1939 and 
July 15, 1939. 
TABLE XV 
Heat Gains for Compartments in Btu 1 s per sq. ft . 
: fieat gaips Btu• s . 
Corongtroen~ 
132. 6 
95. 0 
118.l 
45.7 
78.5 
51. 6 
74._o 
47. 3 
107.0 
103.7 
AR.§orp~ivity coeffici~nts 
95. 9 
66 . 9 
60. 5 71. 7 
25 . 3 
45. 8 
31.6 
40.l 
25 .. 2 
50. 5 
56.l 
In order to determine the decimal part of' the solar heat 
absored, it was only necessary to divide the heat gained by 
the compartments by the heat impinging upon the roof surface 
of the compartments due to solar radiation. The absorptivities 
of the roof' sections calculated for the two days studied are 
shown ir Table XVI . 
Compartment 
TABLE XVI 
Absorptivities of Roof Sections 
• . 
. • 
.i\bso:r~t ! vi"tY......,,...~ ........ ~..,...,,..--
July 11, 1939 : July 15, 1939 
.124 
. 090 
.112 
.043 
. 075 
. 049 
.070 
. 045 
.. 102 
. 098 
.096 
.067 
.061 , o ~o 
. 025 
.046 
. 032 
.040 
.025 
.051 
.056 
variation gu~ ~ oytsid~ tempera~ure qi'ylpge 
Some meru1s vas sought by the investigators to account 
for the difference bet\'!een thG resn l.t s for the clays as shown 
in Table XVI. l~rter gojn.g ir.to the . P.tter from ~veral -pcir:ts 
of view, it was found that 011 the days s:.owing the higher 
absorptivity coefficients, there was a great.er cha.nee in out-
side temperature between the tlme of ree.d:ln Til and Ti2 
(Table XIV) . It ca.n easil. be sem~ that tho out side temperature 
is a factor affecting the absorptiv ty coefficients. If 
the outside temperature remained lo': during the p~1,.iod of t he 
day considered, the maximum temper~ture reRched by the com-
partment would be correspondingly low since the inside air of 
, 
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the compartment would start losing heat to the outside air 
sooner. However, if the outside ten1pe:i:ature increased during 
the period considered until a mueh higher point was reached, 
more heat would be taken in by the ampartment since oore t1r .e 
would be required for the compartments to reach temperatures 
high enough to force an outward heat :low~ 
Realizing that the absorptivity is directly dependent 
on the outside temperature e:ha.nge, the investigators decided 
that the advantages would result from dividl.ng the absorptivities 
of the roof sections by the change in outside air temperature 
(Table XIV) during the period covered by tli.e absorptivit 
calculations to find the absorptivity per degree change in 
outside temperature (Table XVII). 
TABLE XVII 
Absorptivities Per Degree Change in Outside Temperature 
• ... 
: _____ A ..... b..,.§ .... o .... r... p._.t_i_.v .... i _.t_y_P...,e_r_0 .... F_T..,..4•· _c ... han......,..,..g_e _ _ 
July 11, 1939 : July 15 ,1939 . . 
.0645 .0058 
.0031 .0038 
. 0041 .0035 ,O o</r. 
. OOl5 v .0014 
.0025 . 0026 
.0017 .0018 
.0025 .0023 
.0015 v . 0014 
.0035 v .. 0029 
. 0034 . 0032 
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P'2scussioa 
The work done toward establishing the coefficients of 
absorptivity for the roof sections was not started until rather 
late in the period al1otted for the investigation described herein. 
Therefore the author acknowledges the fact that r ore time spent 
on this phase of the 1nvestigat1.on would have brought out more 
satisfactory r~sults . It was obvious at the outset that time 
would be available for only a limited amount of progress, so 
carefUl considerat·on was given the days included in the 
summer test before choice was made of the two days investigated. 
Sky conditions were the controlling factors in the selection 
of the days to be used. Since typical summer days were desired 
it was necessary to choose days tha.t furnished pyrheliometer 
curves showing radiation intensity typical for summer conditions 
in this locality. Range of outside air tempera ture was another 
factor bearing on the decision.. Fig. 20 shows the reader that 
the days chosen, July 11 and July 15, v;ere suitable for this 
study. 
Future work toward more definitely establishing these 
coefficients would prove prof1 table if calculations we.re 
completed f'or several additi onal days and curves plotted 
showing the variation of absorptivity coefficients with out-
side temperature changes . 
The same procedure as outlined in the calaulations given 
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here could also be used to determine the absorpt:lvity of 
the roof sections under winter conditions by first determin-
ing the heat content of each compartment, -subtracting from 
that the heat input by artificial means , thus determining 
the heat received from solar radiation. The absorptivity 
could then be evaluated by dividing this figure by the heat 
i mpinging upon the roof surface due to so1ar radiation. 
gopcl}l§ions 
1. 'fhe altitude and azimuth angles of the sun, at any 
hour, may be determined for any day during the year 
by using Figs. 18 & 19. 
2. The absorptivity of a roof section during a certain 
period is influenced by the change of outside a1r 
temperature during tha.t time . 
3. The heat gained by a compartment during a certain 
period may be determined by .multiply:tng the tempera-
ture change of the compartment by the thermal 
capacity of the c:ompartrnent per degree Fahrenheit . 
4. Roof types A and C ·sb.owed higher absol'ptivity 
coefficients than the other roof types . 
5. All unventilated steel covered roof' sect5.ons, ex·cept 
A and c, proved more efficient at excluding solar 
heat than the ventilated se.cti ons, I and J. 
6. All unventilated roof sections covered with sheet 
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steel, except A and c, proved poorer conductors of 
solar heat th.an the wood shingle roof section. 
?. The absorpt1vities of roof types D and H were equal. 
They were lower than the absorptivities of the other 
roof sectiuns considered, however . It was surpris-
ing that roof section D $hawed absorptivity equal to 
that of H since li is the better insulated of the two 
roof sections . 
8. Placing the structural insulation board Under the . 
rafter greatly increased the efficiency of the in-
sulation as shown by results· of roof types E and F. 
9. The steel sheet used under the rafter t section G, 
was not as effective as the insulation board in the 
same position. 
10. The V-Crimp covering of roof type C reflects more 
of the solar heat than the corrugated sheet of roor 
type A. 
11. The results shown in Table XVII indicate that a 
graph of absorptivity plotted against outside tempera-
ture change would show a straight line for five of 
the roof ~ypes, D, E, F, G and H- The author realizes 
that the two points calculated for each roof section 
are not enough to determine accurately the curves, 
therefore the word '*indicates" 1ras used. 
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SUm.t.1er Test Composite Temperature Curv-es 
As a second means of comparing the pe:rformane·e of the 
V'Uiou.s roof seetto:ns under s-v.:mmer eond:ltlr:u1s, composite 
temperature curves we're plotted eovering the period of the 
summer test, July 11, 1939 through July 29, 1939. Duling 
this test , temperatures were reooJ?ded every hour giving 
nineteen readings for the tempera tur.e of eaeh compartment 
every holll" of the day., These nineteen t'igu:re·s were. averaged 
fo:r each compartment to obta1n the average tempera ture every 
hour for the twenty-fottr hours of the day. 
The difficulty encountered whLle plotting the composite 
curves from 'lvinter data was f'ound also while :malt:ing graphs 
of' the summer eomposite temperature curves. It was unfortunate 
that all temperature readings could not be taken exactly on 
the hour so that all points could be plotted on the hour but 
t his was impossible for the stuctent recorder.s to do, so it 
was neeessary to make some provi.sion for plotting the average 
temperatures to obtain the oon1posite curves . The average time 
of beginning t .he readings was found and also the average time 
' 
tor completing the readings was cal.culated. Since the sequence 
of taking readings was known, it was then possible to find the 
average time at wh.ieh any particular reading was taken. The 
eomposite .figures for a compartment were then plotted at the 
average tilne of taking the read:ing for th.at eompartment .. 
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Figs . 21 22 show the corposite temperature curves as calculated 
from the summer data . 
~;!.§cµ,ssion 
Difficulty ~ill no doubt arise when the reader attempts 
to follO\V the curves shown in Figs . 21 & 22 since at certain 
points most ot the curves cross or are very close togethr .. 
Xhis does not detract from the value of the curves , however , 
since the main use for them has been to show the eo•1iparison 
of the maximum temperatures. In all cases the maximum tempera-
ture occurs about the mi ddle of the day 1here the curves are 
easily read. F.ach curve is plotted with a line diffe .. ent from 
al.l other lim s on the sheet and -curves representing average 
temperatures under similar roof types, but with different 
facing, are plotted with same line . For instance, the tJ'"Pe 
line used for curve A1 is not used aga:rn <>n that set of curves 
but is used for curve A2 on Fig. 22 . It is believed that 
these points \7111 help the reader in malting eomp<- risons 
of the curves . 
l . Under s'UIID1ler eonditions, facing made very little 
difference in maxinmm temperature or temperature 
range but the t i me of maximum temperature was 
r 
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later for north racing compartments than for south 
facing compartments . 
2. Roof sections A and C with low insulation value 
showed highest maximum temperature, also lov,;e:st 
averr: ge temperature, thus h<::.ving greatest tempera ... 
ture range of all compartments . 
3. Roof type H maintained lowz,st average tempere.ture 
oi' all unver.ttila ted roof .sections.-
4 . The wood shingle roof section permitted average 
tempe1'a'tu.res higher tharl six of the sheet steel 
roof sections. 
5... The ventilated roof sections, I and .J, showed lovr 
average temperature cu:t"ves on both north and south 
facing. 
6. The structural insu1ation board proved more 
efficient in excluding sumroerheat when placed 
under the rafters, as in type F1 than when placed 
next to the metal roofiA1g as in seetion E. 
7,.. C<Y .partment D showed higher average temperatures 
than all other cornpa.rtme.nts except A and c. 
8., The steel sheet placed under the ratters in roof 
type G was not as efficient as tbe structural 
insulation board of section F 1n excluding summer 
heat. 
9. The maximum average temperatures of compartment.s 
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c1 av...d G2 \Vere slightly higher tfi.JU1 the ~xj mum 
average temperature of A1 and A;z , respectively. 
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SU11MABY 
The investigations described herein are, for tl-e mo.st 
part, further analytical studies of work begun iy three 
previous fGllows, Vl .. D. Seo tes, N. C. Ives, and A. N. Dir.gle. 
This stud~ of sheet steel as a roofing rr~torial was originally 
justified by the great need of an inexpensive~ high qualit~ , 
fire- resistive roofing material for farm buildings. 
The objective.:· of this study were: (1) to eval~ate 
physical constar~ts to be used in design calculations for the 
ten roof sections m1der study in this project , and (2 ) To 
cor.;pare the temper,:., tures under the various roof sections . 
These objectives were carried througl for botL winter 
and sunnner conditions by evaluating heat flow constants 
representing the performance of the ten roof sections studied 
under the two distinct sets of c0nditions . Using composite 
figures covering a. period o:f' t1i.enty-one days , thermal 
transmittance coefficients were calculated for ten r~of 
seetions , both north and south facings, representing out-
ward heat flov .. through these roof sections under vrinter 
conditions . Comµ:i.risons of the tempe1atures unde:r the roof 
.sections were ma.de by plotting curves representing the 
average temperatures recorded for ea~h compartment and 
changing these curves to compensate for the variation in heat 
input for the compartments. 
Absorptivity coefficients ware ¢aleulated for the roof 
sections, in decimal part of total solar heat absorbed., .for 
two days during the summer test... This should be done f o·r 
additional days to establish th\-1 coefficients more reliably .• 
The compartment temperatures during the surtmier tests were also 
·compared by plotting composite temperature curves cove:ring 
the period of this experiment. 
A pract.ical method of determining solar heat intensity 
on a non-horizontal surface. f"fom that measured on horizontal 
plane was given in the study of summer conditions •. 
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COUCLUSIO!iiS 
The author wishes to call the reader• s attentiori to the 
conclusions previously stated on pages 50,63,86 and 89. A 
fe111 of the conclusions resulting .from. this invest1ga.t1on may be 
surmnarized as follows: 
l . In t 'Lis J.oeality there exist two distinct sets of 
weather cond1tions5 eaer1 of wh.ich must be con.sid.erod 
$epara tely when one ";.. ttempts to study the tempera ... 
tures under a roof section. 
a . Duri.ng months when winter l'Jeather conditions 
a.re experienced, the :inside a ir of a 
structure is supplied with he$.t from .an 
artificial source so t~ie point for con-
sideration is sutward heat flow or thermal 
transmittance eoefficient,. The roof section 
showing lowest U value is most des:t.rable 
as well as most economical since less heat 
wo-uld be lost to outside air. 
b.. When summer canditions p:re"'..rall, solar 
radiation is the source of hea t and the 
e.f'fieiency of a. roof section is deternlined 
by its ability to resist inward heat flow. 
The roof $ect;ton of lowest absorptivity 
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is most desirable since lower in.side tempera-
tures would be maintained . 
2 . U values evaluated from instantaneous temperature 
readj ngs are not worthy of u~e in design calculations. 
The temperatures lm.der any roof section show a t i me 
lag when considered with outside air temper£' tures, 
thus if readings are taken for outside and inside 
-
air temperatures simultaneouslj, onlv the outside 
temper~ ture will be effected by weather conditions 
prevailing at that time since no time has been 
allowed for establishing equilibrtum conditions . 
3. Conposite thermal transmittance coefficients t 
evaluated from average temperatures over a period 
of typical winter days and the average heat loss 
during that period, are sufficiently accurate to be 
used in design calculations . 
4 . The absorptivity of a roof .section during a period 
of temperature rise is influenced by the change in 
outside temperature during that period. The results 
shovm in Table XV!I indicate that a graph plotted 
for five roof sections, D, E, F, G and H, with 
absorptivity against outside temperature change, 
would show a straight line for each of these\ roof 
types . 
5- The eight unventilated roof sections may be listed 
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in the following order of increasing U value and in• 
creasing absorptive power: H,D,F,E,G,B ,c and A. The 
fact th~t the roof sections of higher U value also 
shov1 higher absorptivity jndicates that the absorp-
tivity of a roof section is dependent upon its 
thermal transmittance coefficient • 
. / 6. Facing made very little difference in maximum t empera-
ture or temperatur e range under summer conditions . 
Under winter conditions , h<N1ever, the temper~ture 
curves of the south facing compartmentsare much 
higher at points than curves for north facing com-
partments. The difference between results shown for 
summer and winter conditions is no doubt due to the 
fact that during the winter test , direct solar radi-
ation reached the surface of onl y the south facing 
roof sections, whereas, in the summer test practically 
the same heat from the sun reached the surface of 
each facing . 
7. Roof type c, with U value of . 392 and absorptivity of 
. 0041 per degree outside temperature change, proved 
more efficient under both winter and summer conditions 
than roof type A, with U value of . 451 and absorptivity 
o,f . 0045 per degree outside temper ature change . Roof 
types A and C sho~ed higher U values and absorptivities 
than any other unventilated roof t ypes . 
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8. The structural insulation board was much more effective 
both in excluding solar heat and preventing outward 
heat flor1 when placed under the rafters t!ian \Vhen 
pl aced next to the sheet steel roofing . The celotex, 
when placed under the ra!terst was more efficient in 
preventing heat flow under both winter and sunmler 
conditions than the sheet steel in the same position. 
9. Roof type H shoi:ied lowest U va.luve and lowest absorp-
t1 vi ty of all roof sectio• s, proving the loose-fill 
insulation to be an effective insulating material. 
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